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Abstract
Objective: To assess the controversies about the surgical treatment of high malignancy degree lobar gliomas in
adults.
Acquisition of evidences: They used the published research in PubMed and Scielo search engines in the last 5
years (2013-2018). Those documents containing contradictory information were taken into account.
Results: Multimodal treatment is the alternative that has shown the best results in the survival of patients with high
malignancy grade gliomas. In most patients, surgery is the most important procedure in the treatment. There are three
controversies regarding the surgical behavior of high malignancy degree gliomas: craniotomy versus a single trephine;
assessment of the degree of tumor resection, and surgery versus observational medical treatment. A maximum tumor
resection should be indicated, with no neurological defects addition. The use of new technologies is recommended to
achieve wide and safe resections. The biopsy is indicated in well selected patients and tumors.
Conclusions: Multimodal treatment is the general guideline for patients with high malignancy grade gliomas.
However, in the molecular era, personalized treatment is necessary.

Keywords: High grade gliomas; Oncological neurosurgery;
Multimodal treatment
Introduction
Cancer is a great challenge for medical sciences. The fight against
this disease is a priority for the World Health Organization (WHO)
since 2005 [1,2]. The annual international incidence for primary tumors
of the central nervous system (CNS) and spinal cord varies according to
the sources and the series. As an average, it is between 4.2 and 12.8 cases
per 100 000 inhabitants [3]. Only in the USA, 119 674 malignant brain
or spinal cord primary tumors were diagnosed in the period from 2010
to 2014, which represented an annual incidence between 7.1 and 7.4 per
100 000 inhabitants. In the year 2017, it was published that of 23800
new cases of malignant brain tumors and others of the CNS diagnosed,
16700 died of this cause. The mortality rate of the malignant primary
brain tumors is close to the incidence rate, circumstance that highlights
the great aggressiveness of those tumors. They represent 2% of cancer
deaths [1-5].
In Cuba, more than three decades ago, malignant tumors constitute
the second cause of death only preceded by cardiovascular diseases [6].
Specifically, brain cancer in recent years has had an incidence ranging
between 300 and 600 cases per year, with a total of 548 in 2012 and 616
in 2016, for an adjusted rate between 3.1 and 5.8 per 100 000 inhabitants,
for women and men, respectively. Mortality rates remain close to the
incidence rate [7].
Histologically, the primary tumors that come from glial cells are
called gliomas and account for about one third of the tumors of the CNS
and spinal cord [5]. Anaplastic astrocytoma (AA), which is classified as
grade III, and glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), which is classified as
grade IV, are those with the highest degree of malignancy, that`s why
they are called “high-grade gliomas” (HGG) [3]. They constitute 60% of
gliomas and 25% of all primary tumors of the CNS [3].
Despite advances in neurosurgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy,
progress in the therapeutic results of patients with GAG is insufficient
[1]. It is estimated that in more than 95% of the cases, after the first
line treatment, a recurrence will occur in the area adjacent to the tumor
resection [8].
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Currently, the first line treatment used for HGGs is surgery, as
treatment cornerstone, followed by radiotherapy (RT) and chemotherapy
[8]. In Cuba, the treatment protocol in force at the National Institute of
Oncology and Radiobiology (INOR) proposes a maximum dose of 60
Gy of RT with Cobalt 60, in a period of six weeks, as adjuvant treatment
to surgery, for adult patients [9]. Then, immunotherapy is indicated
with the monoclonal antibody nimotuzumab, which manages to extend
overall survival and progression-free survival, with a high degree of
safety for the patient [10]. However, median survival (SVm) history for
these HGG patients who receive all therapeutic modalities is low: For
cases with GBM of 9 to 12 months, with a survival rate (SV) estimated at
five years, it is 5% [11-14].
Taking into account the most frequent locations of this type of
tumors in adults, neurosurgeons agree to perform only a biopsy in
patients with parathalamicgliomas, unless they debuted with a severe
case of intracranial hypertension, when a decompressive craniotomy is
imposed. In the case of brainstem gliomas, many times only magnetic
resonance imaging and, exceptionally, biopsies are used for diagnosis.
As for the gliomas of the lobes, there are a series of prognostic factors
related to the patient, the tumor and response to treatment. Among
them, the degree of tumor resection is considered the predictive factor of
greater relevance in survival, although there are controversies in relation
to this statement. The aim of our research was to assess the controversies
that exist in relation to surgical treatment in adults with gliomas with a
high degree of malignancy.
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Search Strategy and Selection Criteria
The search of journal articles and books in the databases was carried
out: PubMed, Scielo and EBSCO. The key words used were: high grade
glioma, glioblastoma multiforme and anaplastic astrocytoma. The
logical operators AND and OR were used. They were combined with
the term “surgery”.
The search was limited to adults, articles with the full text,
published mainly in the last five years (2013 to 2018), in Spanish
or English languages. Data publications that included adult patients
operated on for high-grade gliomas and who debated post-surgical
outcomes were reviewed. The selected data could have the result of
the surgery either as a primary objective or as a secondary objective.
We reviewed the Cochrane meta-analyzes, which included surgical
results, and the reports of technologies in the transoperative use for
gliomas

Discussion
We know that the gold standard procedure in the multimodal
approach of the treatment of HGG, is neurosurgery. We found
three controversies about this topic (Figure 1). First of all: what’s the
procedure to select for the patients: craniotomy or biopsy?

Craniotomy or only trepano/biopsy
The decision to make a surgery is complex. Is important to
consider some elements, for example: age, neurological and physical
patient status, tumor relation to the eloquent areas of the brain and the
possibility of tumor resection (localization and size). It`s important to
consider the feasibility (resources), too [15]. In addition, other factors
encouraging good postoperative results have been pointed out, such as
the low score on the ASA scale (scale of the Association of American
Anesthesiologists to measure the anesthetic risk) and the size of the
tumor (less than 3 cm) [15-18].
The first controversy is about to carry on a craniotomy or only a hole
for a biopsy. The first controversy revolves around the realization of a
craniotomy or a hole and biopsy in front of an extensive supratentorial
lesion, either hemispheric or of the basal gray nuclei. Next, the different

results proposed by the authors are presented, with the benefits and
limitations of each of the techniques.
In favor of craniotomies: In favor of craniotomies there are some
randomized CT and metaanalysis. Also, there are some studies where
the first goal is not to demonstrate that, but there are large data that
support this idea (Table 1).
The surgery of the intraxial tumors has, among its objectives,
cytoreduction, establish the histopathological diagnosis, improve the
quality of life with the elimination or reduction of the symptoms, and
favor the action of the adjuvant treatments. The therapeutic advantages
that are offered to patients, who present imaging signs of mass-effect
lesions when performing surgical debulking, are undoubted. In
general, there is consensus that reducing tumor burden helps and that
surgical resection of newly diagnosed HGGs, is the essential first step
in treatment [10,19,20]. However, most trials covering the impact of
surgical resection on biopsy are retrospective and of small populations.
A single randomized controlled clinical trial (RCT) was identified,
published by Vourinen et al. in 2003, [21] referred and commented on a
2014 review, [22] where surgical resection against biopsy is reaffirmed,
but with a small sample of those older than 65 years (biopsy N=13,
resection N=10).
A Cochrane´s review was developed in 2011 [23,24]. This review
focused on the discussion of the benefit of the degree of tumor resection
versus the performance of only a hole. It was concluded that most of
the investigations carried out reports benefits in the surgical resection.
In the other hand, these authors defined that this statement has to be
interpreted with caution, since most of the studies were not designed to
respond to this controversy, they were weak, of limited scope and with
methodological problems.
Another meta-analysis was performed by Tsitlakidis et al. [25]
Almenawer et al. in 2015 also obtained similar results [26].
We report two randomized prospective trials published. These CT
Number of
cases

Results

23

171 vs. 85 days

Tsitlakidis (2010)

5 CT
(1111 cases)

Resection > biopsy

Cochrane (2011)

21 CT
(+1000 cases)

Resection > biopsy

Author (year)
Random CT (Primary object)
Vourinen (2003)
Meta analysis

Suspicion of HGG

Randomized CT (Not primary object)
Palliative
treatment

Surgery

biopsy

BTSG, 1978 (BCNU)

225

Resection > biopsy

Stupp, 2005 (TMZ)

573

Resection+RT+TMZ
p< 0.05
Biopsy+RT+TMZ p = 0.088

Solomon, 2015 (nimo)

70

Total Resection + RT +
nimotuzumab: 16.8m
Biopsy + RT + nimotuzumab:
14.2m

craniotomy

Not randomized CT
RTOG (2005)
total
resection

parcial resection

biopsy

Figure 1: Controversies in the management of High Grade Glioma´s
patients.
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49 vs. 18 months

Laws (2003)

413

45 vs. 21 months

Chaichana (2014)

103

417 vs. 138 days

Solomon (2002)

94

SV 24m:
20.7 vs. 8.3 %

Table 1: Investigations focused on the survival of HGG, which defend wide tumor
resections.
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do not have as primary objective the evaluation of the benefit of the
degree of tumor resection:
•

•

•

Trial to evaluate the efficacy of chemotherapy with BCNU
(commercial name of Carmustine) adjuvant to surgery: 303
patients (90% GBM) [27]. In a subsequent analysis, it was
revealed that the patients who received a biopsy (N=12) had
a significantly shorter survival time than those who received a
resection (N=213) (p=0.01) [28,29].
Study to evaluate the efficacy of chemotherapy with
temozolamide+RT adjuvant to surgery: 573 patients (93%
GBM) [11]. In a later analysis, it was found that the effect of
temozolamide+RT was significantly greater for the group of
patients underwent resection (p<0.0001), than for the ones who
performed the biopsy (p=0.084) [11,30,31].
Study to evaluate the efficacy of nimotuzumab therapy+RT: 70
patients with HHG [14]. Total Resection+RT+nimotuzumab:
16.8m and only biopsy+RT+nimotuzumab: 14.2 m.

Retrospective and prospective large-scale studies are significant,
although they have not been randomized, such as the study of the
Oncological Radiotherapy Group (RTOG), Curran et al. [32] also
referred by other authors [33]. We must also highlight the prospective
study of Laws and others where an SVm of 21.0 vs. 45.3 weeks (only
biopsy vs. surgically resected, respectively (p<0.0001)) [34]. Chaichana
et al. also came to similar results [35]. In a multicenter study conducted
in Cuba by Solomon MT (Universidad Médica de la Habana, Cuba,
unpublished observations, 2002), in three Neurosurgery Services of
Havana, the usefulness of the prolongation of the time of SV of extensive
tumor surgical resection for HGGs, was an SV rate at 24 months: 20.7%
vs. 8.3% who underwent only biopsy.
In favor of biopsy: In the other hand, the surgical decision is
more complex in the case of patients with early lesions detection. This
means that they come with minimal symptoms and few elements to
the physical examination. In the neuroimaging, we observed lesions
in important areas of the brain that can be damaged after major
resective surgeries. Another important element is the role that could
play (and in fact does), the molecular characteristics of each glioma.
Specifically, when determining the methylation of the promoter of
the enzyme methyl guanine methyl transferase (MGMT), the role of
tumor resection can be put into the background [36]. This means, for
example, that only one biopsy is performed, and determining the levels
of MGMT, it is possible, in some patients, to achieve greater benefits
with chemotherapy than with surgical resection.
In a first study published by Kreth et al., it was found that the SVm of
the selected patients who received resection (N=126) and who received a
biopsy (N=99) did not have statistically significant differences (37 vs. 33
weeks, respectively, p=0.09) [37]. Then, in 2013, as part of the German
Working Group for Gliomas, Kreth et al. published a multicenter study
where 345 patients were recruited and the promoter methylation of the
MGMT enzyme was evaluated. The biopsy was performed on 21% of
the patients; and the rest, total or partial resection. This investigation
showed an SVm=26.2 months (patients with only biopsy, who received
the complete treatment of RT+temozolamide and methylation of
the MGMT) and SVm=14.4 months (patients who received similar
adjuvant treatment to a total tumor respective surgery, but who did not
have methylated the promoter of the MGMT enzyme) [36].
The development of neuroimaging techniques have allowed that
in diffuse brainstem lesions, it is exceptional to carry out a biopsy to
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confirm the diagnosis. Biopsies are only recommended when there are
doubts in the image, in the case of unusual presentations, or where it
is necessary for some protocols. The use of stereotaxic methods is also
suggested for the safety of the patient [10,15,22,23,28,34].
We consider that: Maximal surgical resection, if feasible, without
major additive neurological deficit, continues to be the standard.

Degree of tumor resection
The second point to discuss is: What is the concept and the benefit
of the extend of removal of the tumor? In the last 10 years, papers are
showing non clear criteria ranging from 70% to 100% per cent.
The impact of the surgery on the survival of patients with gliomas
is still under debate. It is the only prognostic factor that can be
influenced, by neurosurgeons, when facing this aggressive disease in
the operating room. The infiltrative and diffuse natures of the tumor
are frequent elements that threaten a total tumor resection [38,39].
In the most recent and extensive databases, it is estimated that a total
tumor resection can be performed to 40% of the patients [40,41]. The
development of microsurgical techniques and the implementation of
preoperative and intraoperative technologies facilitate the surgeon’s
surgical intervention. The techniques can be imaging - for surgical
planning (preoperative), as well as for intraoperative guidance - and
functional [42-48] (Table 2).
Currently, researchers intend to determine how much tumor
should be resected and what maximum residual tumor volume should
be to achieve benefits in terms of SV and progression-free survival
(PFS). The limits that have been proposed to obtain better results in
terms of survival after surgery for high-grade gliomas are: 70% [49]
78%, [50] 98% [51] and up to 100% [52]. It is also proposed that the
residual tumor volume should not exceed 5 cm3 [49].
The study that shows the best evidence is that performed on patients
with HGG by means of fluorescence with 5-ALA. [31,32]. Other
randomized studies that demonstrated the benefit of the extension of
tumor resection, although it was not its primary objective are:
•

In a subsequent analysis of Westphal´ study (chemotherapy
with carmustine wafers, 2003), it was revealed that the SVm
was higher in the patients who received a tumor resection
greater than 90% with the intraoperative placement of the
biodegradable support of carmustine (14.5 vs. 12.4 months,
p=0.02). Different was the result obtained with patients who
underwent partial tumor resection (11.7 vs. 10.6 months,
p=0.98) [53].

•

CT to evaluate the utility of the surgery´s gliomas guided by

Relation with
the surgery

Pre operatories

Technology Tools
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
Intra operatories
•
•
•

Tridimensional Images (CT and MRI)
Perfusion MRI
Functional Images (PET and SPECT)
Spectroscopy
Vascular Brain Studies.
Tractografy
Microsurgery
Intraoperative Ultrasound 2D and 3D
Fluorescent guided surgery (5-ALA)
Intraoperative MRI
Awake surgery
Intraoperative cerebral mapping, cortical brain stimulation.

Table 2: Tools available to minimize trans-surgical brain damage in the surgery of
intra-axial tumors.
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MRI. This study concluded that the total resection, confirmed
by postoperative images, was greater in the group that used
intraoperative MRI in relation to patients who received
conventional surgery: 96% vs. 68%, p=0.0023 [45].

who responded to treatment with temozolamide or with BCNU [53,5659]. In the national study mentioned [10], the most benefited with the
nimotuzumab treatment were the patients who underwent the most
respective surgery possible.

Other large-scale prospective and retrospective studies provide
concrete evidence on the benefit of the extension of the resection,
even if they are not randomized. The Lacroix´s study show a SVm of
13.0 months vs. 8.8 months for patients with tumor resections above
and below 98%, respectively. They also found that patients with better
performance status and younger ones benefit more [51].

In any case it will be an advantage to have access to tumor
biomarkers such as the determination of MGMT protein methylation
promoter levels, the determination of alterations such as the 1p/19q
codeletion, and the epidermal growth factor receptor expression, just
quoting the most used ones. These biomarkers not only have diagnostic
and prognostic importance, but are selective targets for the adjuvant
treatment of HGG surgery [58].

Another work is the one developed by Sanai et al. [50] and the most
recent study by Chaichana et al. who considered that a tumor resection
above 70% and a residual tumor smaller than 5 cm3 are associated with
higher SV and PFS [49].
In general, the results in the reviewed literature agree that the
surgical reduction of a brain tumor with mass effect in the preoperative
images offers advantages, both in the relief of the symptoms and in the
response to the adjuvant treatments that are applied and, therefore,
in the extension of the SV. In randomized trials, which secondarily
evaluated the benefit of surgical tumor resection in patient survival, this
benefit ranged from 2-3 months. For open, prospective or retrospective
studies, the benefit has ranged between 4-5 months, which suggests that
the benefit is limited in most patients.
The analyzed randomized clinical trials have biases related
fundamentally to the small sample sizes that are achieved by readjusting
the data to perform the analysis separately, which affects the statistical
comparison. In addition, post hoc subgroups are not randomized as in
the original study design, so known and unknown prognostic variables
are no longer in equilibrium in the comparison groups [23,54].
Another problem with these clinical trials is that the determination
of the grade of tumor resection (GRT) value, is too simple. As shown
by Kubben et al. [55] the postoperative evaluation of residual HGG
volume is highly subjective and prone to observer bias, as well as to
disagreement among several observers. Fluorescence-guided surgery
with 5-ALA is considered the best evidence in the study of patients with
HGG [31]. The increase in PFS at six months has been demonstrated for
more radical resections confirmed with the fluorescence, in relation to
those operated under conventional lighting.
In the case of partial tumor resection (below 70%), it is always
expected that its benefit will be lower than the one obtained with more
extensive resections. This was the case in Solomon’s work [10].
It is described that the beneficial effect of surgery can be obscured
by iatrogenic neurological deficits that overshadow the evolution and
worsen the quality of life, regardless of the degree of resection. If you
add that many patients are diagnosed with large tumors that infiltrate
more than one lobe, more extensive resections become a challenge.
For this reason we recommend a biopsy when an extensive resection,
with a minimum or no amount of radiographic residual tumor, is not
safe. Likewise, it is recommended in patients who do not have a wellflowered picture of intracranial hypertension, and when it is preferable
to decompress the brain in the patient.
Starting from the hypothesis that total microscopic resection of
HGG cells is not possible without significant morbidity, the clinical
impact of resection rests fundamentally on whether the residual tumor
(microscopic or macroscopic) will respond to the further therapy.
Randomized CT was able to reinforce this central principle, since the
benefit of macroscopic total resection was more evident in patients
Int J Neurorehabilitation, an open access journal
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To define a total tumor resection, the following aspects should be
taken into account:
•

The performance of the imaging study between 24 hours and 5
postoperative days.

•

If the available study is the computerized tomography of the
skull, it should be with the use of contrast media. Total resection
will be considered if there is no contrast uptake in lesions that
previously did so.

•

If the available study is cranial MRI, total resection will be
considered if there is no contrast uptake in T1 techniques, or if
the residual tumor volume is less than 0.175 cm3.

Therefore, the maximum possible surgical resection should be
performed, without over-adding large neurological deficits.

Surgery Or Only Palliative Treatment
In a meeting of the working group of the Neuroncology Section of
the Cuban Society of Neurology and Neurosurgery (record of meeting,
Cuban Society of Neurology and Neurosurgery, June 2017), a third
controversy arose: to perform surgery or only palliative treatment?
In order to make this decision, it is necessary to rely on the results
expected after immediate surgical treatment. Patients should be
evaluated to understand which ones are more or less likely to worsen
their neurological and clinical status, or even die after surgery [59].
On this subject several articles were reviewed. The first is a
multicenter study conducted in Norway, which evaluated the surgical
results of all brain tumors in the last 50 years, in the three centers where
neurosurgical patients were treated. It was the HGG that contributed
the highest percentage of deaths in the first month after surgery [60].
This result is comparable to those shown in the most extensive databases
in the United States. The reasons why these results are obtained are
discussed in the Journal of Neurosurgery [61]. Among others, the
need for training of a considerable number of residents is mentioned.
It also allows not denying surgery for patients arriving even with poor
neurological status, and they are also candidates for intervention by
those beginners. Surgery by non-expert personnel could lead to high
tissue manipulation, an element that affects the immediate postoperative
neurological evolution. Another article refers to the results in a General
Hospital, where a high number of patients with tumor lesions arrive,
and gliomas are the most frequent cause. It was shown, statistically,
that patients older than 60 years and operated with a low score on
the Karnosfky Scale are more likely to die in the first month [62]. It is
recommended to propose palliative treatment to patients older than 60
years, who arrives with a low score in the Karnosfky Scale (below 60
points) and that, with the previous treatment with cerebral dehydrators
and steroids in the appropriate doses, are not improving the edema that
surrounds this type of lesions. It is preferable that they stay at home,
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due to the high probability of dying in the first month of surgery. It
would only be justified to undertake the surgical act if the neurosurgical
service considers it with a teaching interest, and prior approval of the
family, due to the high risk that this entails. [63,64].

Conclusions
•

Only biopsy for brain tumors suspected to be GB, must be
in selected patients and tumors where resection could add
complications.

•

The goal of GTR must be considered for all patients, for whom
the expected mortality and morbility could be low.

•

The best technologies must be implemented to get wider and
safer tumor resections.

•

In the era of the knowledge of molecular characteristic of brain
tumor cell, the oncological treatment must be personalized
using biomarkers.
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